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Summary

A key requirement of Ethernet systems is immunity to transient overvoltage and surge events. These events can be caused by inductive coupling of external lightning events or simply by static electricity buildup on the Ethernet cabling. The discharge of this energy into sub-micron semiconductor devices can easily become destructive. Typically, expensive and ruggedized external components such as sidactors or transient voltage suppression (TVS) diodes are added to shield silicon-based devices from the stress of external ESD/surge events. These components are often selected by trial and error to achieve the required performance. The objective of all surge techniques is not to block the surge event, but rather to enable a low impedance safe discharge path back to earth ground. These protection circuits are intended to limit stray surge current from passing through sensitive circuits, such as the Ethernet PHY device. At the same time, the protection circuit itself must be carefully designed to ensure that during these surge events (some of which have very high dv/dt), where currents can sometime be as high as 30A, that voltages do not exceed critical device breakdown so they themselves are not destroyed by the event.

In many instances, designers of integrated circuit have limited tools to address what may happen at exceedingly high current levels associated with ESD/surge events. Akros Silicon has developed IP specifically related to dealing with high current densities safely within a CMOS process without creating voltage and/or thermal overstress that can damage the Phy and other devices. The AS1602 EMI/ESD Suppressor has been architected and designed to provide system level ESD protection and EMI suppression in Ethernet products enabling an easier path to system EMC compliance.

The AS1602 is a single-chip, highly integrated CMOS solution for Common-Mode noise suppression & Transient Voltage Protection in Ethernet applications. Typical applications are 10/100/1000 Ethernet systems where compliance to tougher EMC standards is required. Applications include compliance to EMI Emissions (Class B), EMI Immunity standards (Level 3 or higher), IEC61000-4-2 Air/Contact Discharge protection (up to ±25kV Air Discharge), Cable Discharge Events protection (up to ±12kV), as well as IEC61000-4-4/4-5 (EFTB/Surge) events. His white paper discusses the AS1602 concept, features, and test results as an ESD Protection device. Please see the list of references for other white-papers and collateral available that discusses AS1602’s EMI Suppression features.
Transient Threats

Silicon-based electronic devices need protection from spurious events that exert voltage/current stresses exceeding the normal operating limits of the devices.

These stress events are often surges on the power line originating from causes such as lightning strikes, human body discharge, or a Cable Discharge Event (CDE). A CDE event can result when charge is build up in an Ethernet cable by triboelectric (friction) effect created when a cable is pulled through a conduit or dragged through other network cables. The discharge event occurs when the cable is plugged into equipment, enabling a discharge path to earth ground. This discharge event can last for a few hundred nanoseconds with a rapid change of polarity. Another issue is cable disconnect discharge, which is a relatively new problem that has developed as a direct result of the delivering of power on the Ethernet cable.

These events can either be moderate energy, very high peak currents with fast rise time constants as short as 1ns, as defined in IEC61000-4-2, or they can be much longer events with very high energy, moderate peak currents and slower rise times, as defined in IEC61000-4-5. Each case presents it own challenges from a surge survival standpoint.

All of these different overstress events can be modeled using the following stress circuit:

![Stress Circuit Diagram](image)

Figure 1: IEC61000 Surge test setup methodology

All stresses can be simulated by using a capacitive storage device which sets the energy level of the event. Note that all strikes are with respect to earth ground and as such, the energy will find a path through the DUT back to earth ground. The total charge $Q=CV$ is a measurement of the energy of the event; generally higher voltage and capacitance will result in higher stress. Each type of event has series resistance to limit the peak current of the event, the higher the peak current the greater the potential thermal stress on the device. Note that the shorter the duration of the event, the greater the stress on the device as thermal stress can only propagate at a rate 10um/1usec through silicon. Finally the devices are tested with both positive and negative strikes with respect to earth ground, as the polarity can alter the path the surge event takes through the system.
System Analysis

Transient events can be either differential-mode or common-mode in nature. It’s useful to understand the difference between the two types of events as the DUT components behaves differently under these type of events. A transient event is called a differential strike if the discharge can occur only through one of the 8-pins of the RJ45 connector. That is, the strike creates differential energy that can be transmitted across the Ethernet transformer (by definition, transformer couples differential energy across from RJ45 to the Ethernet Phy and vice-versa) to the Phy. This can occur in tests like IEC61000-4-2 (Air discharge) when discharge can occur through any one pin of the RJ45. Even a CDE or Cable Disconnect event can look like a differential event since mechanically not all RJ45 pins will make simultaneous contact.

A transient event is called a common-mode strike event if it is emulated with a cable plugged into the RJ45 connector and has capacitive coupling of the transient event evenly to the Ethernet cable through a capacitive clamp style device, as defined in EFTB standards like IEC61000-4-4. In this scenario each Ethernet signal pair sees the same transient behavior and the common-mode energy is blocked by the Ethernet transformer’s isolation barrier.

To recap, a differential-mode transient strike will couple more transient energy to the Ethernet Phy as it passes through the Ethernet transformer, and is the major cause of damage to the Ethernet Phy. A common-mode strike couples less energy to the Phy; in most systems, common-mode survivability is limited by the 2kV isolation of the Ethernet transformer.

We can analyze the effect of a differential surge strike using the figure below. When a surge strike is done to any one RJ45 pin at a time, the currents are high enough to rapidly saturate the transformer core. However, even after saturation, there is some air-core based mutual inductance between the primary and secondary sides which will couple the energy along with inter-winding capacitance of the Ethernet transformer (typically 10-15pF). The Phy I/O protection circuit will shunt (via device snapback or body diode forward biasing) the residual surge energy to power/ground plane, providing a path back to earth ground (lowest impedance path either through power transformers as shown in the figure below or though other ports in the system like USB, RS232 ports etc, whichever presents lowest impedance path). The Bon-Smith termination resistor and capacitor shown on the line side center-tap also provides a path to earth ground and prevents build-up of large voltage across the transformer.
Akros Silicon has created a detail simulation/analysis model of the components involved in the system and has further validated this model with measurements. The Ethernet interface illustrated here is the PHY, which is typically an open drain NMOS devices. When the voltage reaches a critical level, the NMOS device will snapback—which is illustrated in the diagram as a parallel bipolar device. This snapback device is not a well controlled device, but rather a parasitic device with strong process dependence. This device will fail if there is enough current pushed through it for a sustained duration.

Because of core saturation of the transformer, the surge energy transferred to the PHY is limited to the interwinding capacitance of the transformer. For example, in IEC61000-4-2 the energy storage capacitor (as described in the earlier section) is 150pF and is charged up to 15kV (Level4) for a total charge of 2.25µC. The typical interwinding capacitance range is from 5-15pF. During the strike, this charge is shared between the striking capacitor and the interwinding capacitor, and hence only 5-10% of surge energy goes through to the Phy side. The leakage inductance of the transformer helps slow down the transient waveform, however transferred surge energy is generally sufficient to cause destructive damage to many of the smaller-geometry Phys.

In a POE system, there are additional paths to the earth ground via POE-PD interface back via the AC-power block. However a similar analysis of surge energy transfer to Phy can be done for a POE system also.
AS1602 ESD Design and Usage

The AS1602 is designed to be placed between the Ethernet transformer and the Ethernet Phy for providing both ESD protection and CM/EMI Suppression on the differential data lines.

The AS1602 includes highly robust ESD/Surge protection circuits and programmable common-mode noise suppression circuits. At the system level, the AS1602 provides the Ethernet Phy with protection from ±25kV of IEC61000-4-2 air discharge strikes and ±12kV of Cable Discharge Events. The AS1602 is designed to provide at least 10dB of additional common-mode rejection (in addition to transformers rejection) to facilitate easy compliance to EMI emissions (CISPR22/FCC part15, class B) and immunity standards (IEC61000-4-3/4-6, Level3).

The AS1602 uses an open-drain output stage similar to that used in most Ethernet Phys, and the output is biased from the transformer center tap supply (VCT). This allows the AS1602 to work with all standard Ethernet transformers and Phys, and can be used in both Fast Ethernet (10/100Base-T) and Gigabit Ethernet (10/100/1000Base-T) systems. The AS1602 uses a small form factor QSOP16 package with flow-through routing capability so that the AS1602 can be placed right next to the transformer without use of any vias/stubs. This facilitates a very low inductance connection between the transformer and AS1602 that is critical for ESD performance.

![Figure 3: AS1602 block diagram and system schematic](image-url)
Figure 4 below conceptually shows the output ESD structure of the AS1602 device. The AS1602 utilizes Akros’ proprietary design hardening and layout techniques to achieve a very low inductive effect and low capacitive loading in the output ESD structures that is crucial in enabling robust ESD performance without impacting Ethernet electrical signal integrity.

Positive ESD strikes are handled through a stack of diodes that are biased to ensure operation using a wide range of Vdd and Vct supply voltages. Negative ESD strikes are handled through output NMOS bulk diodes, which are also hardened to handle large surge energy. The AS1602 design prevents snapback of the PHY output NMOS devices by fast turn-on and efficient energy dissipation through ESD structures. Proprietary design techniques allow the design to handle both moderate energy/fast transients that create high thermal stress as well as high energy/slow transient events that create tremendous voltage overstress.

As shown in the figure 4 below, the AS1602 reference design utilizes small ferrite beads between the AS1602 and the Ethernet Phy (see AN060 – AS1602 Design Guide for details). These ferrite beads help direct surge energy through the AS1602’s robust ESD structures and prevent any surge energy through the Ethernet Phy. This prevents the Phy from seeing any significant overvoltage stress and can enable system designers to use very small geometry Phys that have limited direct ESD capabilities.

Since the AS1602 is working between each signal node and the power/ground plane, it’s capable of handling both differential ESD strikes and common-mode ESD strikes, enabling system designers to utilize it for meeting all ESD compliance needs.

Figure 4: AS1602 ESD structure and strike path analysis
ESD/Surge Test Results

Akros has tested ESD/Surge performance of the AS1602 at both a system level and as a standalone device. Testing was performed using a popular Gigabit Ethernet Phy on an Ethernet evaluation board with a recommended Ethernet transformer. System ESD testing was done on these boards both with and without the AS1602 to establish effect of the AS1602 on ESD performance. This testing done internally and validated by an external independent EMC Compliance lab as would be necessary for system level product qualification.

Below table summarizes the test results from the external compliance lab testing. The testing was done in 1kV increments. EUT GbE functional reach testing (120m CAT5) is done to establish pass/fail threshold, along with other parametric measures.

Table 1: Compliance Lab Test Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Phy Only w/ Transformer</th>
<th>Phy w/ AS1602 w/ Transformer</th>
<th>Improvement by AS1602</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air Discharge IEC61000-4-2</td>
<td>Pass ±11kV</td>
<td>Pass ±29kV</td>
<td>18kV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable Discharge Equivalent</td>
<td>Pass ±8kV</td>
<td>Pass ±15kV</td>
<td>7kV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compliance testing report from independent lab is available from Akros upon request.

As shown in table 1, the AS1602 is a very robust ESD/Surge protection device for Ethernet equipment, far exceeding performance of standalone PHYs. In above testing, the AS1602 exceeded its own target datasheet specifications of ±25kV for Air-Discharge and ±12kV for CDE in Ethernet systems.

AS1602 – A unique solution for Ethernet port EMC Compliance

The AS1602 is designed to address Ethernet port EMC compliance issues routinely faced by system designers. EMC compliance is one of the most challenging issues system designers must resolve, often times requiring extensive debug efforts, multiple board spins, and resulting in product cost increases and platform launch delays. The AS1602 is designed to reduce that overhead and ease system design for EMC compliance, enabling rapid product development cycles and reuse of robust designs.
The above figure shows a comparison and the positioning of the AS1602 compared to other choices/products available in the market place. AS1602's combination of Active EMI suppression and ESD Protection in one small package is a compelling solution for Ethernet system designers with EMC compliance challenges. The AS1602's ease of design, limited board space requirements, and ability to improve time to market product introductions dramatically improves issues associated with EMC compliance.
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